
IssuePriorities
Priorities
Use this page to archive priority-related comments about specific Bugzilla entries. General comments on the future direction of Velocity should be posted 
on the . This page does not replace , it merely serves as a guide for determining priority of JIRA entries. If you have a enhancement idea or RoadMap JIRA
bug fix, please post in JIRA first. When editing the items below, please add inistials by your comments. Then put your initials at the bottom of the page.

Important note: To speed up the process of getting your enhancement included, read . Basically, make sure the GettingYourPatchCommitted
enhancement is consistent with the Velocity code base, follows , and includes both a patch and unit tests. Issues without a Velocity Coding Standards
patch or unit test will be considered but may not be committed in as timely a manner.

Doc Fixes
List your favorite doc updates here.

Bugzilla Number Issue Title  Patch?  Suggested Priority

23237 Examples of adding objects with methods would be usefull No Low (SKY)

33634 Want #literal documetation No Low (SKY)

33120 Need translations of new #{else} syntax documentation No Low (SKY)

33408 Need translation of change to user's guide re: math 
operations

No Low (SKY)

Bug Fixes
List your favorite bugs here.

Bugzilla Number Issue Title  Breaking Test?  Patch?  Unit Test Passes?  Suggested Priority

33113 Can't pass a Map to a 
method.

Yes No No Low (SKY)

33590 lost '#'s inside #literal()/#end No No No Low (SKY)

I like seeing a breaking test to identify the bug before fixes are made. That way you can make sure the patch fixes the bug, and it never comes up again. 
(SKY)

That'd be helpful, although the bug may be obvious without it. (WGH)

Enhancements - Basic
Please list basic, backwards-compatible changes. The question of "what is basic" is necessarily subjective, but usually involves a change to one or two 
classes and has a localized (and backwards-compatible) impact on functionality. The idea is that these enhancements can be quickly applied.

Bugzilla Number Issue Title  Patch?  Unit Tests Included?  Suggested Priority

24341 add javacc task to build.
xml

Yes N/A Low (WGH)

Enhancements - Complex
Please list more involved enhancements. Typically such enhancements will affect multiple classes, involve an API or VTL change, and may not be 
backwards compatible. Generally they should be discussed on the dev list and may be revised before being committed.

Bugzilla Number Issue Title  Backwards Compatible?  Patch?  Unit Tests Included? Next Steps  Suggested Priority

20999 null keyword Yes (via config) No No Needs patch Medium (CB)

31742 UberspectImpl#getPropertyGet should return null when not 
found

Probably Yes No Needs BC 
confirmation

Medium (SKY)

19140 RFE: switch to commons-logging No (could be made so) No No Consensus Low (SKY)

Initials
Include your initials by any comments above and please leave your name/email here.

WGH: Will Glass-Husain, wglass@forio.com
CB: Claude Brisson claude@renegat.net
SKY: Shinobu Kawai Yoshida shinobu@ieee.org

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/VELOCITY/RoadMap
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/VELOCITY
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/VELOCITY/GettingYourPatchCommitted
http://jakarta.apache.org/velocity/code-standards.html
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=23237
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=33634
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=33120
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=33408
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=33113
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=33590
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=24341
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=20999
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=31742
http://issues.apache.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=19140


NB: Nathan Bubna nbubna@gmail.com
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